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Introduction
• The purpose of unilateral merger effect control

– To prevent substantial lessening of competition (SLC)

– Finding the sign and the magnitude of ΔCS

– We need some economic tools…

• The role of calibrated models for merger simulations

– It is complementary to the traditional tools

– It can reduce regulatory mistakes without excess regulatory costs

– Calibration vs estimation of used model’s parameters (with enough time and 
resources we can use both)

• The outcome of simulations

– Deducing the sign and the magnitude of ΔCS by incorporating lessening of

competition and expected efficiencies in the same model
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Rationale for simulation (I)

• Standard reasoning behind traditional tools

– Creating or straightening of dominant position by merger, measured 

by market shares, can indicate future incentives to increase market 

power → positive correlation between market power and shares

– Merger can improve market position of its participants in relation with 

the demand side of the market → negative correlation between 

own price elasticities and market power

– Logic of safe harbours based upon HHI, which is based upon shares, 

and shares based upon relevant market definition → so, positive 

correlation between HHI and SLC



Rationale for simulation (II)



Rationale for simulation (III)



Basic steps of simulations

1. Model selection

2. Calibration of the chosen model

3. Calculation of the hypothetical after merger equilibrium

4. Comparative static analysis 



The naive example (I)
• Inspiring sugar industry case

• Model selection (appropriate for the given example)

– Dominant strategic variable (price, quantities, advertising, innovations, 

or something else)

– Cournot’s simultaneous model of quantity competition as the shortened 

form of the two-staged models of capacity then price competition

– Selection of the appropriate forms of demand and cost functions

X
0



The naive example (II)



The naive example (III)



Conclusions
• The application of simulation as a complementary analytical tool for the 

control of concentrations decreases the space for regulatory mistakes

• It does not require significant additional time, data nor other resources 
(probably all ingredients are already available if the relevant market was 
properly defined)

• It enables significant influence of economic theory in merger control, 
which is in accordance with the so-called “More economic approach” (it 
incorporates lessening of the competition and merger efficiencies in one 
model)

• It does not exclude the possibility of econometric approach in equipping 
the chosen economic model (by estimating demand and cost functions)

• It can complicate the day-to-day life of judges and lawyers accustomed to 
the use of per se rules (models may look like the black box generating 
evidence)



Thank you for your attention!


